
2. Charter of Godland - Restitution of the World Indigenous Order with tally stick oxa (bill of exchange that is not debt) as money and basic indigenous income for all loyals.


We, Ditta & Leif of Godland, solemnly declare the following matters.

Whereas to Us it is apparent that well organized individuals in key positions inside any corporate government administration, any corporate media and in any country's political and religious corporate establishment, are hard at work for the purpose of completely or partially exterminating the indigenous people of any ethnic group or race, deliberately creating infertility and imposing migration and mix of ethinical and racial groups.
Whereas We have lived in the decades of invisible colonizers that through networks of war economy corporations part all societies into pieces and put all pieces into war with each other, while degrading environment and health of all living systems. Earth has been turned into a prison planet with automated digitally suicidal systems that may seem unstoppable.

Whereas the Baltic Sea region, as most of other regions of the world, is forced to live in systemic war conditions and the flow of refugees of indigenous people of Baltic Sea region is made invisible in media to replace indigenous of Baltic Sea with other races and ethnical groups.

Whether or not there is war always depends upon what We the People do. Among us there are few who see the light in the end of the tunnel. And those men and women stand up and now proclaim Indigenous Decentralisation of all corporate structures established through fraud by invisible rulers.

For last 999 years invisible hierarchical agents of church and state have decided the fashion of our destiny beslaving and murdering our tribes and races through religions, governments, and corporations; funding both sides of every issue, every ideology, and each war.

We, Ditta & Leif of Godland, solemnly declare that we fullheartedly support the current national states to free themselves from foreign irresponsible rule of hidden structures that are not approved by their nation to be fully loyal to their Indigenous Peoples and citizens.

Godland is a global state of Indigenous World Order that includes all existing citizen states to melt the murderous New World Order. Godland proclaims Indigenous Decentralisation of all corporations delivering restitution or introduction of citizen state systems that are loyal to local indigenous people.

We define citizen state as a geographically bound society of profits sharing citizens and their societies with their human rights protected in all parameters of Baltic Sun Model.
We, Ditta & Leif of Godland, solemnly declare that to dismantle genocidal New World Order we full-heartedly implement the Declarations on the rights of Indigenous Peoples and Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.

We protect all races and all ethnogenetic groups by establishing an order where each group is supported to nourish its members, decenterfuging the global race mixing experiment that is destroying the Divine order of Indigenous geographical bases.

We, Ditta & Leif of Godland, solemnly declare that we invoke Indigenous Decenralisation of all corporations involved in fertility reducing programmes, as f ex hyper genocidal vaccination business. We nullify any contracts for vaccinating people on their fertility organs as this is leading to total loss of next generation and is to be classified as internal chemical warfare.

We, Ditta & Leif of Godland, solemnly declare that we stop any orders, decrees and laws supporting chemtrails.

We, Ditta & Leif of Godland, solemnly declare that we stop any orders, decrees and laws supporting child abduction by state and county corporations.

We, Ditta & Leif of Godland, solemnly declare that we stop any orders, decrees and laws supporting financial warfair of stock markets and other instruments of digitilised mass destruction.

We, Ditta & Leif of Godland, solemnly declare that we invoke Indigenous Decenralisation on any and all corporations involved in war economy and nuclear power.

We, Ditta & Leif of Godland, solemnly declare that we nullify all contracts that hinder to establish right of all Peoples established in the Baltic Sun Model.
We, Ditta & Leif of Godland, solemnly declare that we invoke Indigenous Decenralisation on any and all corporate CHARTERS of all business corporations involved in psychological warfair through religion.

We, Ditta & Leif of Godland, solemnly declare that we invoke Indigenous Decenralisation on any and all corporate CHARTERS of all business corporations pretending to be governments of peoples of all 200 states of the world such as Switzerland, Austria, Vatican, China, Japan, City of London, Russia, Israel, DC Columbia, The United States Federal Government, UNITED STATES of America, "STATE of ...", business corporation United Nations registered i New York, Inclusive of any and all abbreviations, idem sonans, or other legal, financial or managerial forms, any and all international equivalents, inclusive of any and all OFFICES, inclusive of any and all OFFICERS, PUBLIC SERVANTS, EXECUTIVE ORDERS, TREATIES, CONSTITUTIONS, MEMBERSHIP, ACTS, and any and all other contracts and agreements made thereunder and thereby, are now, void, worthless, or otherwise cancelled, unrebutted; ...

" Bank Charters Cancelled: (Refer: TRUE BILL: WA DC UCC Doc# 2012114776 Oct 24 2012)

Current digital US SWIFT, Russian ATM and Chinese CIPS are proclaimed as foreign fraud and means of war. [––Leif: This must be under Declaration but may be repeated under Charter.]

2. Charter of Godland - Restitution of the World Indigenous Order with tally stick oxa (bill of exchange that is not debt) as money and basic indigenous income for all loyals.

We, Ditta & Leif of Godland, solemnly restitute following matters.

World Indigenous Runes tally stick oxa as Indigenous money
We support local communities to use WIR.

Current digital US SWIFT, Russian ATM and Chinese CIPS are proclaimed as foreign fraud and means of war that has to be carefully and in safe stages overtaken by local Indigenous Peoples.

Baltic Indigenous Bank

We establish Baltic Indigenous Bank to arrange the just flow of distribution of resources by oxa systems to all men and women of Indigenous World Order.

We support local communities to use indigenous basic income, testing various settings of levels of income, to fit local culture and harmony, and to compare the results transparently.

We intend to develop and update this declaration constantly.

This be our pledge this eleventh day of June 12017 (10° added Indigneous)

The diarchs of Godland

Ditta, Konna of Godland
(Ditta Rietuma)

Leif, Konn of Godland
(Leif Erlingsson)

11.06.12017
In Jordbro, Sweden, by Baltic Sea
1. Testimony of Congressman McFadden’s on the Federal Reserve Corporation, 23 May 1933.
2. The DECLARATION OF FACTS by OPPT (One People’s Public Trust), specifically the foreclosure in late 2012, of the world’s corporations operating under the guise of the people’s governments, banks and all other corporations for cause of treason against and the damage of the one people of this planet without their knowing, willing and intentional consent, specifically: Government Charters Cancelled: (Refer: DECLARATION OF FACTS: UCC Doc # 2012127914 Nov 28 2012)
   The New York Federal Reserve, for all practical purposes, is the lynch-pin by which the Bank of England, together with its partners -- the Rothschild Banks of London and Berlin; Lazard Brothers Banks of Paris; Israel Moses Seif Banks of Italy; Warburg Bank of Hamburg and Amsterdam; Kuhn, Loeb Bank of New York; Chase Manhattan and Goldman, Sachs of New York -- provides an international mechanism by which the international bankers execute their plans of Global Domination, part of which is the European Central Bank and the World System of Central Banks (BIS.org), collectively and severally.
5. Tally sticks were used thousands of years before banking coin schemes with monopolies on metals and technologies
   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tally_stick
   http://unusualhistoricals.blogspot.se/2010/10/money-matter-tally-stick-system.html
6. Report to International Prosecution Chamber in Stockholm on War Crimes in Libya by Swedish government and military officials
   http://highcrimes.lege.net/en/
   It is today apparent that a number of individuals in key positions inside Sweden’s government administration, media and in the country’s political establishment, are hard at work for the purpose of completely or partially exterminating the indigenous people of Sweden: ethnic Swedes.
8. Latvian Society report to 27 EU countries on systemic genocide in Latvia, 30.06.2015, Latvija Gada Tiesa https://labie.lv
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